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ESQ Ink
ESQ Ink is the voice of the Esquimalt student body. Our goal is to bring you relevant and interesting content
written by YOU for YOU. Our publication is fluid and will be growing and changing throughout the year as we learn
the business of print. This edition of ESQ Ink has been put together by a wonderful team of writers and
contributors. We always welcome new members and will be delighted to receive submissions of original artwork,
photography, poetry, or prose. Send your submissions to Karine Hack at karineysh@gmail.com. We meet Monday
mornings in the library at 8am.
Team: Cory Branson, Elsa Orme, Jacob Friesen, Julia Young, Katie Harmer, Amy Antonsen, Sam Connolly, Scott
Laidman, Jaya Scott, Jonah Ross, Karine Hack, Aidan Cunningham, and Mr Orme.

Jupiter and Giordano tell me firmly that it wasn’t hard to
leave their home countries. Jupiter Lee, an eighteen year old
international student hails from Guang Zhou, China, a city of
13 million people. Giordano Viviani, seventeen, is from
Trento, Italy, a city of 116 000 people. Jupiter has lived in
Canada for one year and two months, while Giordano has
just arrived two months ago. Before they left, both Giordano
and Jupiter were looking forward to discovering new people
and a new culture in Canada. Giordano says that “doing this
experience is like a challenge, I’m growing so I want to be
responsible.” Here, in Canada, he has more obligations to
look after himself and his studies. Jupiter has been
accustomed to independence for a long time. In China he and
his peers lived at their school from Monday to Friday. Jupiter
may have been used to independence but he was very
nervous about speaking a new language all the time.
However, he tells me that his English abilities have improved
greatly.
For both boys, Canada has been a very different
experience than their home countries. One thing that has truly
shocked them is the enormity of Canadian goods - trucks,
supermarkets, and food proving massive in comparison to
European and Asian goods. Moreover, if you ask them what
they thought about Canada before they left, they will tell you
that they thought Canada was the perfect country. For Italians
especially, “Canadians are perfect” Giordano exclaims, but
the bubble was burst when Jupiter and him underwent the
school strikes and realized that Canada has its own problems
too.
I ask them both if they have a favourite moment from
their exchange and Jupiter immediately brightens and tells
me that he has a story. Jupiter recounts how amazed he was
by the patriotism displayed on Canada day. He says
animatedly that “Canada feels like a big family, it is very
touching... Canada is a place you would want to stay”. After
a period of quiet, Giordano describes celebrating his birthday
in Victoria. Giordano explains that he had yet to establish a
strong relationship with his host-mother but, Giordano says
with a smile, she completely surprised him and gave him two
gluten free muffins and gluten free cookies on the day. His
host brothers also gave him a set of Pokemon cards which
they then sat down with and played.
Both boys sit across from me at the table; they are

dressed in their Halloween garb and appear slightly
transformed. Jupiter is covered in blood and wears a surgical
mask, his fake knife resting on the table. Giordano is equally
dramatic in his giant penguin suit; a red bow frames his face
and a yellow beak balances just above his eyes. They are
happy to sit and chat about themselves and their impressions
of Canada thus far. However, one thing stands out amongst
their cheerful banter; Canadians are a difficult people to get
to know. Jupiter describes it as an invisible wall existing
between the Canadians and the international students.
Giordano remarks that “Canadians know each other from
Elementary school to High school. And here you go to class,
listen to the teacher, then go into the hallway, so it is very
hard to start new conversations”. Both boys agree that
Canadians are some of the nicest people they’ve met
however, they have found it difficult to progress past shallow
friendships. Jupiter tells me that he can say hi to others but
after that, that’s it. This is disheartening and makes me hope
that by the end of the year, us Canadians will have reached
out and initiated new friendships.
At the end of the interview, I sit with Giordano and
Jupiter. We chat a while longer about life in Italy, China, and
Canada. In ten years, who knows where they will be,
traveling the world or back at home, but they will not leave
Canada unchanged by their adventures and experiences.
Whether good or bad, Victoria will stay with them forever.
Karine Hack

Culture

School Happenings

Album Review: Hozier
Like many people I know, I’ve stopped listening to the
radio on a regular basis. This is not due to hipster ideology
or whatever people call it, I just have many other devices
on which I can listen to music whenever and wherever I
want. However, one morning in June my mother had CBC
radio on and I heard Hozier for the first time. And, like
everyone else, I went over to iTunes and bought Take Me
to Church literally thirty seconds after hearing it for the
first time. Hozier released Take Me to Church in 2013, and
I’m surprised it took longer than six months for it to gain
the popularity it has now. After my obsession with that
song died down slightly, I bought every song available on
iTunes; at that point there were only five or six songs
released in two EPs. I loved every single song and preordered the album which was to be released in October. I
find it is rare to find an album that I can listen to non-stop
and never feel the need to skip a song. Hozier’s self titled
album is musically and lyrically brilliant. He has
incorporated blues, folk, and alt rock in almost every song,
and it sounds absolutely incredible. There are particular
songs that, when you think about it, should not sound as
good as they do, nor should they make you tear up, but
they certainly do. In the Woods Somewhere and Take Me
to Church are both unnerving and intense, but lyrically
gentle and beautiful, whereas songs like Run, Angel of
Small Death and the Codeine Scene, and Jackie and
Wilson are lyrically stunning and complex, but the

Grad
On November 20th we will be having a Grad Day. This is a day for
grads to get to know each other better. It will begin in the morning for
all teams signed up, and it will last until 7 pm. Teams will compete
throughout the day in pursuit of awesome prizes. Teams will be
competing in different events including karaoke, three legged races,
and pie eating contests for a chance to be the Grad Day champions.
Even if you are not on a team, it will still be a super fun day.
Furthermore, it will give you the opportunity to connect with your
grad class. The Grad Planning Class will be providing food so there is
even more reason to come! Listen to the announcements on Thursday
the 20th for more specific information. This is open to Grade 12’s
only.

musicality is bluesy, sexy, and simple. Honestly, I cannot
pick my favourite off the album, but I get chills every time
I listen to Sedated and Cherry Wine, two very different
songs but equally relatable and marvellous. The whole
album is incredibly well put-together and I constantly
drool over the production and editing talent as well.
Overall, I highly recommend this album. Seriously, do
yourself a favour and listen to it.
Katie Harmer

Rap Goddess Slandered
Tension is high between rap goddess Iggy Azalea
perpetrated an “Insta Slam.”
and a relatively unknown amateur hip hop artist, Snoop
During all this abuse, Iggy acted
Dogg. The source of the tension: Snoop Dogg’s
calmly and courageously. She took
unprovoked, crude mockery of cultural gem Iggy Azalea
to Twitter to defend herself,
over Instagram.
denouncing her detractor and
On Sunday, October 12, Snoop emerged from his usual
graciously keeping everyone privy
comatose long enough to Instagram a picture he claimed to
to her monumental tribulation. In a
be Iggy Azalea without makeup. The picture was clearly
world where people often get
not of Iggy—the face lacked her fundamentally beautiful
caught up in petty celebrity gossip,
features, which no amount of makeup can replace. Besides,
it was refreshing to see such grace
Iggy’s beauty has been a source of frustration to
from a respectable person in a real,
photographers the world over, who complain that a camera
meaningful conflict. Iggy showed
powerful enough to capture her radiance has not yet been
the world that she is as strong in
developed. Snoop has posted several other slanderous character as she is on the stage. She is an example to us all!
images since. Understandably, Snoop’s actions have caused
Your Celebrity Correspondent
devastation to anyone with a heart—TMZ, a respected
publication, went so far as to claim that Snoop had

Interact
Interact will be holding its annual Soccer Tournament Dec. 1-5. This is a great chance to raise money for a good cause
and also to have some fun. All profits earned will be donated to Right to Play, an organization that champions children’s
rights and promotes education and community involvement through sport. Sign up with your team during the week of
Nov. 17th. Interact will be selling ESQ t-shirts for $7 before and during the tournament. If you would like to purchase a t
-shirt and are also a member of a soccer team the cost of a t-shirt will be $5. Help lend a hand and have a great time
while doing it!

Music
The Photo Scavenger Hunt:
On Friday October 10th, the music students participated in the 4th Annual
ESQ Music Scavenger Hunt. Six teams of enthusiastic music students
competed in a 2-hour race around Esquimalt and downtown Victoria to
try and win this year's event. Favourite photos included "re-enact the
Homecoming Statue", "serenade a stranger", and "arm wrestle with an
ESQ administrator". The winning team racked up 3000 points!
Congratulations to Amy Antonsen, Eva Hocking, Payton LeBlanc, Ivy
O'Brien, Lia Rozenbloom, Zoe MacDonald, Alice ten Cate, Sophie
Walters, and Julia Young. The second place finisher os 2860 points went
to the team of Katie Ashley, Sage Castellas, Sydney Chow, Alexis
Dashney-Craigen, Amanda Noel, and Tekahara Tarnowski.
Upcoming Events:
Tuesday December 9th: Winter Music Concert, 7pm in the Esquimalt
Theatre
Thursday December 11th: Winter Jazz Concert, Hermann's Jazz Club
Saturday December 13th: Tuba Christmas, 1pm at Market Square

Student Life
Fashion Feature: Sartorial Geometry
Yasmin, an international student from China, and
Heather, also from China, pose together in the Foods
Room. One of Yasmin’s favourite clothing stores is
American Apparel, while Heather likes Forever 21. I
couldn’t help admiring the lovely symmetry of their black
and white outfits which complemented each other
perfectly. The pop of their geometrically patterned blouses
was elegant in contrast to their crisp black skirts. They
were happy to smile for pictures and giggled as our
photographer set up the shot.
Karine Hack

Here I stand
Darkness behind me, an edge in front
I feel the pressure
creeping through my body
Muscles twitch
Ideas flow through my mind
Trying to find an answer
None come
My knees tremble
Succumbing to the pressure above
But I stand strong
Held up by fear
I close my eyes
And explore
Here I stand
In an ancient library
Filled with treasures from
Babylon to France
Yet nothing holds
My answer
Shelf after shelf I search
Tearing books from the walls
My muscles rip
As the books reach the floor
one by one
I open the last book on the last shelf
And explore
Here I stand
Engulfed by the flowing air

From Thailand to Japan
I hear laughter
I see smiles
I taste smoothies
I look left and right
I look up and down
Yet nothing holds
My answer
I close the book
I leave the library
To return to the darkness
And explore
Here I stand
Darkness behind me, and edge in front
Fear clenching every muscle in my body
Inch by inch, I slide forward
I notice the beating in my chest
Then I feel warmth
Courage, Blessing
Trust, Belief
I realise
I don’t need to know
My answer
So I take a step
I travel ahead
and explore
Chaz David

Book Reviews
Skeleton Crew by Stephen King
I’ve always heard that I “should” read Stephen Kingin the same way that I “should” read books like David
Copperfield and Anna Karenina, so I suppose I wasn’t
really expecting him to be a very good author. I think my
first mistake was assuming that he was a horror writer,
when actually; he’s a writer, who writes horror. He writes
about what everyone writes about- the world, and humans,
and the nature of things. And often, he does it with
suspense and blood. I love the breadth of his stories in this
book- it really displays his abilities as a writer, and the
number of different angles that you can look at mystery
and horror with. I love the emotionless, very human aspect
of “Cain Rose Up”, contrasted with the childhood
nightmares of “The Monkey”, and the mystery of “Mrs.
Todd’s Shortcut”. This book surprised me, and made me
want to read more Stephen King to see what else he has to
say.
Julia Young

The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society By
Annie Barrows and Mary Ann Shaffer
This book is set just after the end of World War II, and is told in
a series of letters to, from and around a writer called Juliet Ashton.
To me, this book felt a lot like a collection of stories, told like you
might tell a family member. It was told in a very personal tone,
despite it being narrated by several different voices, and reading it
often felt like having a conversation with friends. Along with
exquisite descriptions of the post-war world, this book made
experiences that people had in World War II personal for me for the
first time- statistics and battles can’t possibly illustrate the
individual impact of the war. This book really did that for me. It
helps that the story- the plot and the past that unfolds throughout the
book- is gorgeous and compelling. Furthermore, Juliet is a fantastic
and relatable protagonist. I never got a dated feel from this novel,
despite the time period, and I honestly loved every inch of it. This
book is warm and lovely in every way, and I would recommend it to
anyone who is looking for something that feels beautiful and almost
familiar.
Julia Young

Current Events
Municipal Elections

Ebola, Epidemics, and Politics

With the hubbub over around the 2014 municipal elections,
it’s time to take a look at who will be running our city. Two new
mayors squeaked in, in Victoria and Saanich. Sewage-treatment
activist Richard Atwell defeated Frank Leonard, Saanich mayor
for 18 years. And in Victoria, Lisa Helps slipped ahead of Mayor
Dean Fortin by only an 89-vote margin.
For several municipalities amalgamation was on the ballot.
This non-binding referendum got a 75% yes vote overall.
Here in Esquimalt Barb Desjardins, who won by a landslide,
will be returning to office accompanied by Susan Low, Tim
Morrison, Meagan Brame, Beth Burton-Krahn, Lynda Hundleby,
and Olga Liberchuk as councillors.
The Greater Victoria School Board saw significant changes.
The United 61 slate took a majority. This term new trustees Ann
Whiteaher, Rob Paynter, and Jordan Watters will be joining
incumbents Deborah Nohr, Peg Orcherton, Diane McNally,
Elaine Leanord, Edith Loring-Kuhanga, and Tom Ferris.
This municipal election has been one of new comers and
close races. Election turnout was up considerably in Esquimalt,
rising to 30% from the 18% in 2011, and in Victoria, rising to
35% from 26% in 2011. With Lisa Helps winning by only 89
votes, this election has shown the difference every vote makes.

If you have turned on your TV recently,
you may have seen an advertisement from
the Humanitarian Coalition urging you to
donate money, or perhaps a cheerful
newsreader telling you about the rising
death toll in Africa. The Ebola outbreak has
rapidly gained world-wide attention. With
all the information flying back and forth,
it’s hard to get the truth. Consider the basic
facts:
This Ebolavirus outbreak is caused by
the Zaire Ebolavirus, which is one of five
different species of Ebolavirus. This
outbreak is the largest in history, with over
10,000 cases of Ebola being reported since
March 2014. It has reached nearly 11
countries, though only three (Guinea, Sierra
Leone and Liberia) have been hit hard.
Liberia has suffered the most, experiencing
half of the nearly 5,000 deaths associated
with the outbreak.
Not infectious until patients show

symptoms of the disease, Ebola is
characterized by a sore throat, fever fatigue,
and muscle pain, followed by diarrhea, rash
and impaired kidney and liver function. The
symptoms can also include both internal and
external bleeding. There are no proven
treatments to cure Ebola, however, there are
five vaccines that are currently being tested
and antibiotic usage has also been proven
effective.
So what’s the big worry?
There isn’t any real widespread danger
for this Ebola outbreak in First World
countries, where healthcare is well-funded
and the population is well-informed. To put
a statistic into context, there were over
600,000 deaths from Malaria alone in 2012.
Why is Malaria not front page news? The
short answer is that it does not affect First
World countries. It affects the developing
world.
Africa is the world’s poorest continent.

This means that many African countries do
not have the health infrastructure that
Canada does and their health departments
are unable to effectively research their own
vaccines for diseases. These countries must
wait until it is financially viable for larger
economies to support them. Ebola has been
around for nearly 40 years, yet nothing has
been done to cure it. The reason for this is
because of the politics of the pharmaceutical
industry.
Ebola is not a profitable industry. Once
a vaccine has been created, people will want
the disease cured. The world will then be
safe from the threat of Ebola and the
billions of dollars spent in researching the
vaccine will not be remade in the selling of
the vaccine. In other words, there’s no
money in Ebola. For this reason,
pharmaceutical companies will not
financially support the vaccine. This means
that the cure needs to be subsidized by
public institutions and the government, or

governments.
It boils down to the question: do we
want to sacrifice long term security for short
term profit? We could have spent the money
30 years ago researching a cure for Ebola,
yet we chose to ignore the disease until it
affected the First World. This mentality is
very similar to saying “I won’t buy an
earthquake kit,” then buying it right after
the big one has hit because you now
understand the need for it. It is better to
invest in safety than to scramble with fear
when the danger does arrive. This is
something we, as a rich society need to start
looking at. With further globalization,
problems that were once isolated to specific
regions of the world have become collective
threats. Society must progress towards a
model of collective problem solving so that
we can find solutions that benefit everyone.

platforms during the all candidates meeting.
Among those in attendance were three of
the four mayoral candidates: re-elected
mayor, Barb Desjardins, former Esquimalt
High School graduate, Scott Atrill, and
retired deputy police chief, John Ducker.
Mr. David Shebib was not available to
attend the all-candidates meeting and was
later contacted by phone.
During the all candidates meeting many
opinions were shared. These opinions
helped to inform the student voters who
made their final decisions and cast their
votes the next day. The polls opened at the
beginning of 2nd block and 132 students
cast their vote. When the dust settled and
the ballots were counted, the student vote
committee had tallied 132 votes, including 5
spoiled ballots. Ultimately, the student vote
concluded in a draw between John Ducker

and Barb Desjardins, each with 50 votes.
The elected council members were Beth
Burton-Krahn, Lynda Hundleby, Olga
Liberchuk, Susan Low, Tim Morrison, and
Josh Steffler.
The student vote committee also
contacted David Shebib, who was running
for mayor in 13 Greater Victoria ridings, by
phone and conducted an interview with him.
If elected mayor, he told us that his first
action would be to set up a tent encampment
in Beacon Hill Park. He told us that it would
be an “emergency preparedness camp for
the coming changes which we are about to
face due to an economic and environmental
coll apse of an under -confi dent
government.” Furthermore, David Shebib
said firmly that he does not recognize the
Federal Government and he believes that
the Crown Corporation is an “occupying

force”. In a moment of lucidity he told us
that we are the power and that “every
person is a power in itself” - whether you
agree or disagree with Shebib’s radical
views, you cannot completely discount
them.
Now that the official election results
have been released we can compare and
contrast Esquimalt’s student vote results
with Esquimalt’s municipal election results.
Many of the students who voted in this
mock-election view it as a stepping-stone to,
as they put it, “the real world”. This makes
sense considering many of those who voted
in the student vote will be eligible to vote in
the next Municipal, Provincial, and Federal
elections, the closest being only one year
away.
Aidan Cunningham

Sam Connolly

Scott Laidman

Esquimalt High School’s Student Vote
On Friday, Nov, 14th, 132 Esquimalt
students cast their vote in the special
Student Vote. Students cast ballots for
mayoral and council candidates prior to the
official election day on Saturday, November
15th to raise awareness about the electoral
system and to encourage participation by
future voters. Weeks ago several students
began planning an all candidates meeting by
contacting mayoral and councillor
candidates, plastering posters around the
school, and obtaining electoral materials.
While municipal candidates crafted
speeches and campaign posters for the
nearing election, Esquimalt students began
working on the planning process for their
own election. Students sent out invitations
to candidates and obtained their stances on
certain issues. Students had the opportunity
to ask candidates questions about their

